
1. Okay, so this is my lil tutlet on how I do broken lands, volcanoes, canyons, and 
similar areas.  Those who have read my tutorial (version 6) on continents will 
recognize my style and the landmass as well.  If you do not have a continent made 
the way I do then you will have to have some way to control over-spraying out 
into the ocean. 

2.  
3. So what is important here is to have some mountains in a desert area…my world-

making tutorial covers how to create them.  The reason is that the various layers 
all combine to give us some interesting colors to work with.  So here is what the 
final will look like.  Pay no attention to my screenshot abilities, first I use a 24” 
monitor and second I’m bad at screenshots. 



4.  
5. So let’s get started.  If you have your continent with all the layers the same as 

before then this will be easy.  Click on the rivers layer and create a new layer.  
Rename it “broken” and set the layer’s mode to overlay.  Control-click on the 
base layer, this keeps our painting on the land and not the ocean.  Grab the brush 
tool, not the pencil, and set it for airbrush 100 pixels and lower its opacity to 10%.  
Keep the foreground black but change the background to a reddish-brown rgb 64, 
32, 16.  Now spray some color onto our desert mountains and nearby areas, 
switch back and forth between the black and brown and erase with a light eraser if 
you come out too dark. 

6.  
7. Now we’re a bit darker and browner, so far so good.  My mountains here have a 

crater lake, which will be ideal for a lake of fire but in order to have a lava lake 
we gotta make the volcano.  Make a new layer and rename it “ridge”.  Reset the 
colors to black and white and pick up a small soft round brush of 5 pixels or less.  
Make white the foreground color.  Your flow should still be at 10% so leave it 



there.  Now draw something roughly round or oval in shape.  The area I chose 
will be left open resembling a horseshoe so that lava can flow out. 

8.  
9. Now we have to put in some ridges running out from the main rim -- for those 

with loads of patience and lots time you can also use this step back in the world-
making tutorial (before the lighting effects filter) to get more accurately rendered 
mountains – but, alas, I’m not that fanatical about photo-realism, I sort of mix 
acute realism with representational painting.  I tried it once, it took me about a 
month to do up some mountains this way and they did look good but I lost a 
month just drawing white squiggly lines so only do that if you’re the obsessive 
type. 

10.  
11. Create a new layer and move it beneath the ridge, then fill with black.  Click on 

the ridge layer and merge down.  Filter > render > lighting effects.   



12.  
13. Select > color range = use black with a fuzziness of 100.  Delete then deselect..  

Rename the layer to “ridge” and change the blending mode to linear dodge and 
lower the opacity to suit you, I set mine at 60% or so.   

14. Create a new layer and move it below the ridge, rename it “hill” and change the 
layer’s blending mode to color burn.  Change the foreground color back to our 
reddish-brown rgb 64. 32. 16.  Grab a soft round brush of 13 or more and reduce 
the opacity to 5%.  Now color in the area under and around the volcano.  This 
darkens up the area some more. 

15.  
16. Click on the ridge layer and create a new layer.  Rename it “lava”.  Grab the 17 

pixel airbrush and using a black color click on a spot inside the ridge.  Keep 
clicking until you have something sufficiently dark and filling up most of the area 
inside the ridge.  Add a layer style of inner glow. 



17.  
18. Then change the layer’s blending mode to overlay.  The black we put down 

provides something of an inner shadow for the ridge while the color overlay 
combines with the underlying colors to gives us some lava cracks. 

19.  
20. Create a new layer and move it under the lava layer.  Rename it to “flows” then 

grab a 1 pixel brush and set the opacity up to 100%.  Change the foreground color 
to yellow rgb 255, 255, 0.  Draw out some lava cracks then grab a medium size 
eraser, I use the 45 pixel airbrush with 10% opacity, and click on the ends of your 
lines to fade them out.  Add a layer style of outer glow, change the mode to 
normal, opacity to 100%, color is red, size is 2 pixels.  Add a drop shadow of 
anything you like but set the distance to zero (this makes it more of a dark outer 
glow).  Then change the layer’s opacity to 60%. 



21.  
22. I’ve decided that I want my lands darker so I reset the colors to black and brown, 

grabbed the airbrush of 100 pixels and clicked on the broken layer and created a 
new layer, set it to multiply, and did some more airbrushing and erasing.  The 
black and brown gives me the darkness I want and a small 17 pixel airbrush eraser 
(10% flow) allows me to bring some of the peaks back out. 

23.  
24. Now let’s put a canyon somewhere nearby, on the layers palette, click on the little 

thing at the bottom that looks like a folder, rename it to volcano, then drag all of 
the volcano layers into that folder and when done then click that lil triangle thing 
to collapse the view so that we don’t have to look at all those layers. 

25. Create a new layer on top of the volcano folder, grab a 1 pixel hard pencil with a 
flow of 100%, and draw something in black that looks like a crack and not 
lightning, well sort of like lightning but not too long or spidery.  Next use the 2 



pixel hard pencil and use this to go over the middle parts of the crack, leaving the 
outer part of the crack line at 1 pixel, this wider part will be our main valley. 

26.  
27. Create a new layer and move it below the crack layer, switch to white and use a 

larger pencil to go over the same area as the crack, then gaussian blur it 5 pixels, 
then cntrl-click the crack layer and hit delete then deselect. 

28.  
29. Reduce the layer’s fill to 0% and then apply a layer style of color overlay and use 

a medium to light gray (I use rgb 150, 150, 150) and set it to color dodge at 75%.  
What this does is to brighten our land around the crack, which sort of raises the 
land so that the crack looks like it is deeper.  You can now hide the crack layer if 
you want to or give it a layer style of your choosing (I just hide mine). 



30.  
31. So this is how I do it, you can change things around or simply use this as a 

starting point for your own experiments.  On this picture here you will notice that 
I have some white mountains that don’t look good right next to the broken lands 
so I will go on further and tweak these to blend in more, but you get the idea. 


